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Abstract
This paper introduces and presents a solution to the “Escherization”
problem: given a closed figure in the plane, find a new closed figure that is similar to the original and tiles the plane. Our solution
works by using a simulated annealer to optimize over a parameterization of the “isohedral” tilings, a class of tilings that is flexible
enough to encompass nearly all of Escher’s own tilings, and yet
simple enough to be encoded and explored by a computer. We also
describe a representation for isohedral tilings that allows for highly
interactive viewing and rendering. We demonstrate the use of these
tools—along with several additional techniques for adding decorations to tilings—with a variety of original ornamental designs.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computational Geometry and Object Modeling]: Geometric algorithms, languages and systems; I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications; J.5 [Arts
and Humanities]: Fine arts; J.6 [Computer-Aided Engineering]: Computer-aided design (CAD).
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Introduction

Tilings are as old as civilization. Our ancestors’ earliest experience
with tilings probably arose out of the quest for regularity in the
construction of walls, floors, and ceilings. This regularity could at
once simplify the task of construction and lend a sense of order and
uniformity to the objects being constructed.
Historical uses of ornamental tilings abound; numerous examples
from as early as the twelfth century survive today [15]. Perhaps the
most renowned example is the Alhambra palace in Granada, Spain.
The Moors who built the Alhambra became masters of geometric
ornament, covering every surface of the palace with intricate tilings
of astonishing beauty.
By the time the Dutch graphic artist
M.C. Escher began studying the regular division of the plane in the first
half of the twentieth century, tiling as
an art form had passed mostly into
history, to be replaced by the growing development of a systematic mathematical theory. Escher was deeply inspired by the interlocking geometric
forms of the Moors but felt it a pity
that they were forbidden by their religion from depicting real-world objects
Figure 1 M.C. Escher
in their art [20]. He undertook as a perin a self-portrait. M.C. Essonal quest the reinvention of geometcher’s “Self-portrait” c 2000
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ric art, substituting easily-recognized
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motifs such as animal forms for the purity of the Moorish rosettes and polygons. Escher arrived at each of his interlocking animal forms after a
great deal of tinkering and manipulation. Over the years, he became
more proficient at inventing new arrangements of motifs, developing his own “layman’s theory” of tilings to track the ground he had
covered and suggest new directions for exploration. He managed
over his career to produce a notebook with more than a hundred of
these ingenious, playful designs [18].

Figure 2 Escher’s Escher Escherized.

Taking our inspiration from Escher and his elegant work, we attempt to solve the following problem in this paper:
Problem (“E SCHERIZATION ”): Given a closed plane
figure S (the “goal shape”), find a new closed figure T
such that:
1. T is as close as possible to S; and
2. copies of T fit together to form a tiling of the
plane.
This problem is tricky in that for a sufficiently large perturbation of
the goal shape, it is always possible to find a tiling in a trivial sense.
(Let T , for example, be a square.) We need to formalize the measure
of “closeness” in such a way that it both preserves the “essence” of
the goal shape S and at the same time produces new shapes T that
are known to tile.
This paper presents a solution to the Escherization problem that
is able to find reasonable-looking tiles for many real-world shapes

(see, for example, the “Escherized” version of Escher’s own selfportrait, shown in Figure 2). Creating such tilings requires solving
a number of subproblems, which we discuss in this paper. The first
difficulty is in selecting a set of tiling types that are both simple
enough to be encoded and manipulated by a computer, and flexible
enough to express most of the ornamental designs we would like to
create. A second problem is in finding consistent and complete parameterizations for these tilings—that is, parameterizations that are
always guaranteed to produce correct tilings of a given type (“consistent”) and that are furthermore capable of producing all tilings of
that type (“complete”). Though fundamental to the analysis of patterns and tilings, to our knowledge this problem has never before
been addressed for the types of tilings we consider. A third problem is in choosing a good measure of closeness. A fourth challenge
is in designing an optimizer to search over all possible tiling types,
their parameterizations, and tile shapes in order to find a good approximation to the goal tile. A fifth problem is in creating a representation for these tilings that allows for highly interactive viewing
and editing. A final problem is in decorating and rendering the resulting tiles.

1.2 Overview

Unlike most research projects in computer graphics, this one is motivated more by intellectual curiosity than by practical import. Nevertheless, a solution to the Escherization problem does have certain
applications in the real world. Tilings are of course useful as floor
and wall coverings. In manufacturing, the outlines of tiles can be
cut repeatedly out of stone using a process known as water-jet cutting. Automatically-designed tilings could just as easily be carved
out of wood or even sewn into a quilt. This suggests a further application, proposed by Chow [5]: a tiling program could be used to
lay out copies of a part to be cut out a sheet of some material. If
the copies are arranged in a tiling, they can be cut from the sheet
without creating any waste material (except around the outer edges
of the sheet).

2.1 Tilings

1.1 Related Work
Several authors have explored the possibility of creating ornament
in various forms by computer. A paper at the second annual SIGGRAPH conference featured a system for drawing figures constrained to the seventeen planar symmetry groups [1]. More recently, Glassner examined the synthesis of frieze patterns [8] and
aperiodic tilings [9, 10], which can be used for generating ornaments for bands and for the 2-D plane, respectively. Wong et al. investigated algorithms for computer-generated floral ornament [21]
and surveyed other previous work in creating these kinds of ornamental designs.
In addition, software created specifically for allowing users to construct tilings of the plane has been around for at least twenty years.
Chow had a very successful FORTRAN program [4] that let the
user input the portion of the tile that is independent, i.e., not expressed in terms of some other portion of the tile. The program
then filled in the remaining part of the tile and replicated it in the
plane. Reptiles [14], by Huson and Friedrichs, is a complex system
that understands a large class of mathematically-interesting tilings.
Reptiles has since been expanded into Funtiles, an even more sophisticated tool that can create tilings in non-Euclidean geometries.
Lee’s TesselMania! is a marvelous program for giving children an
understanding of symmetry and tilings.
A number of individuals are actively designing new Escher-like
tilings, aided by illustration software. Crompton [6] has compiled
an extensive list of recent contributions to tesselation-based art.
Still, none of these earlier efforts attempt in any way to find tilings
automatically whose tiles approximate a particular goal shape, the
work we describe here.

We begin with background on the mathematical theory of tilings,
leading into a description of the “isohedral” tilings (Section 2), on
which the rest of this work is based. We then address each of the
remaining subproblems in turn: parameterizing the isohedral tilings
(Section 3); developing a measure of “closeness” between two tiles
(Section 4); designing an optimizer for finding the best tiles (Section 5); representing the resulting tilings for efficient editing and
viewing (Section 6); and decorating and rendering the tiles (Section 7). We end with a discussion of our results (Section 8) and
ideas for future work (Section 9).

2 Mathematical theory of tilings
In this section, we present background on only the parts of tiling
theory necessary to understand the research work presented in the
rest of this paper. Readers seeking a more in-depth analysis of
tilings should consult the highly accessible treatise on tiling theory,
Grünbaum and Shephard’s Tilings and Patterns [11].

A tiling of the plane is a collection of shapes, called tiles, that cover
the plane without any gaps or overlaps. That is, every point in the
plane is contained in at least one tile, and the intersection of any
two tiles is a set with zero area (we regard tiles as closed sets, and
allow them to intersect along their boundaries).
Given certain natural analytic restrictions on the shapes of tiles [11,
sec 3.2], the intersection of any set of tiles will either be empty, a
point, or a simple curve. When the intersection is a curve, we call
that curve a tiling edge. When the intersection is a point, in which
case that point will necessarily be a meeting place of at least three
tiles, we call that point a tiling vertex.
Every tile can be decomposed, based on intersections with its neighbours, into a sequence of tiling vertices joined by tiling edges.
These must be distinguished from the vertices and edges of the tiles
(if the tiles are in fact polygons),
which we will call shape vertices
and shape edges, respectively, to
differentiate them from their tiling
counterparts. Although the feaC
tures of the tiling occupy the same
positions as the features of the
B
tiles, they may break down differA
ently. For the blue tile in the tiling
on the right, A is a shape vertex
but not a tiling vertex, B is a tiling
vertex but not a shape vertex, and C is both a tiling vertex and a
shape vertex. We will also make use of the tiling polygon, the polygon formed by joining the tiling vertices that lie on a given tile,
shown here as a red dashed line. This polygon is important in describing the structure of the tiling.
In many of the tilings we see every day on walls and streets, the tiles
all have the same shape. If any given tile in a tiling is congruent to
any other through a rigid motion of the plane, we say that the tiling
is monohedral. Similarly, a k-hedral tiling is one in which every tile
is congruent to one of k different prototiles. When k = 2, we also
use the term dihedral to describe the tiling.
2.2 Isohedral tilings
A symmetry of a figure in the plane is a rigid motion of the plane
that maps the figure onto itself. Every figure in the plane necessarily
has an associated set of symmetries, even if it is just the trivial set
containing the “identity” motion. It is easy to see that the symmetries of a figure have a natural group structure under composition of
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B

Figure 3 Both of these tilings are monohedral, but the one on the left is isohedral and the one on the right is not. The reflection that maps tile A onto tile
B is not a symmetry of the tiling on the right.
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Figure 4 An isohedral tiling type imposes a set of adjacency constraints on
the tiling edges of a tile. When the bottom edge of the square deforms into the
dashed line, the other edges must respond in some way to preserve the tiling.
The six resulting tiles here are from six different isohedral types.

rigid motions. The set of symmetries of a figure is therefore called
the symmetry group of that figure. If the symmetry group of a figure contains linearly independent translations, we call that figure
periodic.
For two congruent tiles A and B in a tiling, there will be some rigid
motion of the plane that carries one onto the other (there may in fact
be several). A somewhat special case occurs when the rigid motion
is also a symmetry of the tiling. In this case, when A and B are
brought into correspondence, the rest of the tiling will map onto
itself as well. We then say that A and B are transitively equivalent.
Transitive equivalence is an equivalence relation that partitions the
tiles into transitivity classes. When a tiling has only one transitivity class, we call the tiling isohedral. More generally, a k-isohedral
tiling has k transitivity classes. An isohedral tiling is one in which
a single prototile can cover the entire plane through repeated application of rigid motions from the tiling’s symmetry group. Note that
an isohedral tiling must be monohedral, though the converse is not
true [11, p. 31], as Figure 3 illustrates.
We use the isohedral tilings as a mathematical basis for our exploration of computer generation of ornamental tilings. They achieve
a satisfying balance between flexibility and convenience. On the
one hand, they are capable of representing a wide subjective range
of tilings. Of all the monohedral tilings in Escher’s notebook, only
one is not isohedral (the exception is based on a special mono- but
not isohedral tiling first shown to Escher by Roger Penrose). Moreover, in Escher’s dihedral tilings, tiles of each of the two motifs
can be paired up to form a single “supertile” that tiles that plane
isohedrally. On the other hand, the isohedral tilings can be classified into a small number of symbolically-encoded families (the
following subsections give more details about this classification). It
is therefore fairly easy to create a system to manipulate and render
them.
2.3 Isohedral families
By definition, an isohedral tiling is bound by a set of geometric
constraints: congruences between tiles must be symmetries of the

tiling. Grünbaum and Shephard showed that those geometric constraints can be equated with a set of combinatoric constraints expressing the adjacency relationship between edges of a tile. They
proved that these constraints yield a division of the isohedral tilings
into precisely 93 distinct types or families,1 referred to individually
as IH1, . . . , IH93 and collectively as IH [11, sec. 6.2]. Each family
encodes information about how a tile’s shape is constrained by the
adjacencies it is forced to maintain with its neighbours. A deformation in a tiling edge is counterbalanced by deformations in other
edges; which edges respond and in what way is dependent on the
tiling type, as shown in Figure 4.
Isohedral tilings have the property that if you list the valence of
each tiling vertex as you move around any given tile, the list will be
consistent across all tiles in the tiling. This list is fundamental to the
topological structure of the tiling and is called its topological type.
For example, the topological type
of IH16, shown on the left, is 36 ,
since there are 6 different tiling
vertices around each tile, each of
valence 3. Every isohedral tiling
T1
belongs to one of eleven different
topological types [11, sec. 2.7].
In any periodic tiling, it is possible to identify a collection of
tiles that together cover the plane
using only the translations from
the tiling’s symmetry group. Any
such collection that is connected
and minimal in size is called a translational unit of the tiling.
Within a translational unit, all tiles must have different orientations,
which are referred to as the aspects of the tiling. IH16 has three
aspects, shown in varying shades of blue above. These three tiles
comprise one possible translational unit, with translation vectors
T1 and T2 .
T2

2.4 Incidence symbols
The adjacency constraints between the tiling edges of a tile are summarized by an incidence symbol. Given a rendering of a tiling, the
incidence symbol can be constructed in a straightforward way.
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Figure 5 Five steps in the derivation of a tiling’s incidence symbol.

Figure 5 shows five steps in the derivation of the incidence symbol for our sample tiling. To obtain the first part of the incidence
symbol, pick an arbitrary tiling edge as a starting point, assign that
edge a single-letter name, and draw an arrow pointing counterclockwise around the tile (step 1). We then copy the edge’s label to all
other edges of the tile related to it through a symmetry of the tiling
(step 2). Should the edge get mapped to itself with a reversal of direction, it is given a double-headed arrow and becomes undirected.
We then proceed counterclockwise around the tile to the next unlabeled edge (if there is one) and repeat the process (step 3). The
first half of the symbol is obtained by reading off the assigned edge
1 In tiling theory, seemingly arbitrary numbers like 93 are not uncommon; enumerations of families of tilings tend to have sets of constraints that
collapse certain cases and fracture others.

If an undirected edge is adjacent to itself, or if a directed edge is
adjacent to itself with a change in sign, that edge must have both
S symmetry and U symmetry. The only shape that has both is a
straight line, leading us to call such an edge an I edge.
IH1

IH64
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IH17

Figure 6 Examples (from left to right) of J, U, S and I edges. In each case,
the tiling edge with the given shape is highlighted in red.

names (step 4). A directed edge is superscripted with a sign indicating the coherence of its arrow with the traversal direction. Here,
a plus sign is used for a counterclockwise arrow and a minus sign
for a clockwise arrow.
The second half of an incidence symbol records how, for each different name, a tiling edge of that name is related to the corresponding edge of the tile adjacent to it. To derive this part of the symbol,
we copy the labeling of the tile to its neighbours (step 5). Then, for
each unique edge letter assigned in the first step, we write down
the edge letter adjacent to it in the tiling. If the original edge was
directed, we also write down a plus or minus sign, depending on
whether edge direction is respectively preserved or reversed across
the edge. A minus sign is used if the arrows on the two sides of
an edge are pointing in the same direction and a plus sign is used
otherwise. For the running example, the incidence symbol turns out
to be [a+ b+ c+ c− b− a− ; a− c+ b+ ]. Note that the incidence symbol
is not unique; edges can be renamed and a different starting point
can be chosen. But it can easily be checked whether two incidence
symbols refer to the same isohedral type.
Every isohedral type is fully described in terms of a topological
type and an incidence symbol. Enumerating all possible topological types and incidence symbols and then eliminating the ones that
do not result in valid tilings or that are trivial renamings of other
symbols leads to the classification given by Grünbaum and Shephard.
2.5 Tile shapes
Within a single isohedral type, tilings are distinguished from each
other by their shapes, consisting of the positions of the tiling vertices and the shapes of the curves that join them. In the next section,
we will address the question of finding, for each isohedral type, a
parameterization of the tiling vertices that yields all and only those
tiling polygons compatible with the type. To our knowledge, this
problem has not been previously explored.
On the other hand, the constraints on the shapes of tiling edges are
simple to describe. Although the underlying choice of how to represent a “curve” is left open, the tiling’s symmetries imply a large
reduction in the tiling edges’ degrees of freedom. These constraints
can be extracted directly from the tiling’s incidence symbol. We
enumerate four cases for the structure of a tiling edge. For each
case, Figure 6 gives a tiling with such an edge.
If some directed edge is adjacent to itself without a flip, then a tile’s
neighbour across that edge is adjacent through a half-turn. This rotation forces the edge shape to itself be symmetric through a halfturn about its centre. We call such an edge an S edge as a visual
mnemonic. Only half of an S edge is free; the other half must complete the rotational symmetry.
An undirected edge must look the same starting from either end,
meaning it must have a line of mirror symmetry through its midpoint. If the edge is adjacent to an edge other than itself, it is free to
take on any curve with this mirror symmetry. We call it a U edge.
Again, only half of a U edge is free.

The remaining case is when a directed edge is adjacent to some
other directed edge. Such an edge is free to take on any shape, and
we call it a J edge.
Note also that if an edge x is adjacent to an edge y, then x and
y have the same shape (even though they have different names).
In this case, we need only specify one tiling edge, since the other
is entirely constrained to it. Thus, the tiling edges of IH16 can be
summarized by one curve: the shape of the edge labeled b. Edges
labeled a are I edges and have no degrees of freedom, and edges
labeled c are constrained to b.

3 Parameterizing the isohedral tilings
Like the shape vertices, tiling vertices cannot move independently
of each other. Moving one tiling vertex forces the others to move to
preserve the tiling. The exact nature of this movement depends on
the tiling type in question. The incidence symbol for a tiling type
implies a set of constraints on the tiling polygon’s edge lengths and
interior angles. Any tile of that type will have a tiling polygon that
obeys those constraints.
If we hope to build a generative model of isohedral tilings, it is not
sufficient to merely recognize the constraints on the shape vertices:
we need a way to explicitly navigate the space of legal tiling polygons. For each isohedral type we need a parameterization of the
tiling vertices for tilings of that type. The parameterization should
be complete, in the sense that for every legal configuration of tiling
vertices, there is a set of parameters that generates that configuration. We also require it to be consistent, in the sense that every set
of parameters generates legal tiling vertices. To our knowledge, no
tiling vertex parameterizations have ever been given for IH. They
represent a nontrivial extension to the table of information about IH
found in Grünbaum and Shephard.
We have developed a set of consistent and complete parameterizations for the isohedral types (of course, the history of tiling theory
has experienced its share of imperfect analyses [11, Sec. 6.6]). They
were derived by determining angle and length constraints from the
incidence symbols and parameterizing the unconstrained degrees
of freedom. In some cases, parameterizations are shared between
tiling types: nine tiling types have squares as tiling polygons (implying a parameterization with zero parameters), and seven have
parallelograms (implying two parameters). These easy parameterizations are balanced by tiling types with one-of-a-kind structure
that can take some thought to derive. In all, the 93 isohedral types
require 45 different parameterizations. Diagrams of the parameterizations appear in full in Figures 9 and 10.
To give the flavor of these parameterizations, here is a sketch of the
derivation for our running example, IH16 (see Figure 7). We begin
by placing at least enough tiles to completely surround one central
tile, and marking up the tiles with the labels from the tiling’s incidence symbol. Now consider the situation at tiling vertex A. This
vertex is surrounded by three copies of the same angle from three
different tiles, namely 6 F AB, the angle between the a edges. It follows that the tiling polygon must have a 120◦ angle at that vertex.
The same observation applies to vertices C and E. Thus, 4F AB,
4BCD, and 4DEF are all 120◦ isosceles triangles. Because
these isosceles triangles can be constructed given only the edge opposite the 120◦ angle, the tiling polygon depends entirely on the
“skeleton” triangle 4BDF . Furthermore, the incidence symbol reveals a line of bilateral symmetry in the tile across AD, forcing
4BDF to be isosceles. The only degrees of freedom left in the

We use the polygon comparison metric for both polygons and subdivision curves. In the case of subdivision curves, we first approximate the curve as a polygon with a large number of vertices and
then make a call to the same routine.
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Armed with a set of tilings (the isohedral tiles), parameterizations
over those tilings, and a good shape metric, we are now ready to
address the problem of building an optimizer that can search over
the space of those tilings to find an instance whose tiles are close to
the goal shape.
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Our optimizer is based on simulated annealing. It works roughly as
follows:

Figure 7 The diagram used to establish a tiling vertex parameterization for
IH16. For simplicity, the arrows indicating edge direction have been left out
of the diagram.

tiling polygon are the lengths of AD and BF . However, as discussed in the next section, the shape comparison metric that we
would like to use is independent of scale. We can factor out the dependence on scale by fixing ||BF || = 1 and keeping just a single
parameter: v0 ≡ ||AD||. Figure 8 shows tilings of type IH16 that
can result from different values of this single parameter.

v0 =

1
2

v0 = 1

v0 =

√2
3

v0 = 2

Figure 8 Some examples of IH16 with different values for the single parameter in its tiling vertex parameterization.

function FIND O PTIMALT ILING (GOALSHAPE , FAMILIES ):
INSTANCES ← C REATE I NSTANCES (FAMILIES )
while ||INSTANCES || > 1 do
for each i in INSTANCES do
A NNEAL (i, GOALSHAPE )
end for
INSTANCES ← P RUNE (INSTANCES )
end while
return C ONTENTS (INSTANCES )
end function

The optimizer takes as input a goal shape and a set of isohedral families in which to search for an optimal tiling. The optimizer begins
by creating a set of multiple instances of tilings from each isohedral family. It then calls a re-entrant simulated annealing procedure
to improve each one of these instances. (This A NNEAL() procedure is discussed in more detail below.) After each of the instances
has been optimized to some degree, the instances are evaluated according to the shape metric, and the worst ones are removed. The
annealing is continued on the remaining instances. This iterative
process of alternately pruning the search space and then improving
the remaining instances is repeated until just a single tiling instance
is left. This tiling is returned as the optimal tiling.
The annealer is a re-entrant procedure, which works roughly like
this:

4

The shape metric

The Escherization problem raises the difficult question of how to
compare two shapes. An answer should be in the form of a metric
that would take two outlines and return a nonnegative real number;
zero would mean that the outlines are identical, and higher positive values would denote shapes that are increasingly dissimilar. To
simplify the rest of the Escherization algorithm, we would also like
the metric to be insensitive to rigid motion or scale of either of the
shapes.
Fortunately, such metrics have been developed by computer vision
researchers. We use the metric created by Arkin et al. for comparing
polygons [2]. Their metric represents the input polygons as turning
functions, functions that map fraction of arc length in a polygon to
the angle of the polygon at that point. Turning functions are naturally translation and scale independent. Translation of a turning
function corresponds to rotation of the polygon and movement of
the point where the measurement of arc length begins. They compute the minimal L2 distance between all translations of the two
turning functions by proving that only a small number of such translations need to be checked.
Their algorithm is efficient and has a predictable run time:
O(n2 log n) in the total number of vertices n. The algorithm also
corresponds fairly well to a subjective notion of the distance between two shapes. It is limited in its ability to cope with varying
levels of detail across the shapes (which is a form of what they call
“non-uniform noise”), but it is acceptable for our purposes.

procedure A NNEAL (TILING , GOALSHAPE ):
for j = 1 to N do
while T > Tmin do
O PTIMIZE T ILING (TILING , GOALSHAPE , T )
T ← R EDUCE (T )
end while
SMOOTH E DGE S HAPES (TILING )
SPLIT E DGE S HAPES (TILING )
(T, Tmin ) ← U PDATES CHEDULE (T, Tmin )
end for
suspend
end procedure

The annealer takes a given tiling instance and a goal shape as input. It loops for a constant number of iterations to improve the
tiling and then exits, maintaining its state, so that upon re-entry
it can continue from where it left off, in the same cooling schedule. Within each iteration of the outer loop, the procedure takes a
number of cooling steps, reducing the “temperature” at each step.
Within this inner loop, it makes a call to a procedure that we have
termed O PTIMIZE T ILING(). This procedure implements the “multidimensional minimization by simulated annealing combined with
the downhill simplex method,” as described by Press et al. [17]. The
procedure attempts to improve all of the parameters of the tiling,
including the parameterizations of the tiling vertices (discussed in
Section 3) and the positions of the shape vertices of the tile. The
procedure always accepts a downhill step (one that improves the
tiling instance) and sometime accepts an uphill step, with probability depending on the temperature T . Once the temperature has
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Figure 9 The complete set of tiling vertex parameterizations for the isohedral tilings, part one. In each tile, the edge marked with a red line is the first edge in the
tiling type’s incidence symbol. When that first edge is directed, the red line has an arrowhead. Labelled dotted lines represent parameter values, and are horizontal
or vertical (with the exception of one guide line in the diagram for IH30). Since the diagrams are scale independent, distances that do not depend on parameters
can be taken to have unit length. Tile edges cut with the same number of short lines have the same length, and edges cut with chevrons are additionally parallel. A
single arc, a small square, and a double arc at vertices represent 60◦ , 90◦ , and 120◦ angles, respectively.
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Figure 10 The complete set of tiling vertex parameterizations for the isohedral tilings, part two.

cooled to some minimum temperature Tmin , we exit this inner loop.
At this stage, we run through the vertices of the tile and remove any
vertices that are nearly collinear with their neighbors, thereby eliminating any unnecessary degrees of freedom that may have been
introduced into the tiling instance. Next, we subdivide each edge of
the tiling, essentially doubling the number of variables over which
we optimize in the next stage. Finally, we restart the cooling schedule, generally with some slightly lower temperatures T and Tmin .
One additional part of the optimization, which is not shown in the
pseudocode and which is optional, is to automatically convert the
vertices of the tiles into control points for B-spline subdivision
curves after a certain stage in the optimization. We can then additionally optimize over weights on each vertex that control the
smoothness of the curve near that point.
Our use of simulated annealing is subject to the usual practicalities.
First, the success of the optimization for a single instance of a single
tiling type depends on the initial shape of the tiling polygon and the
initial positions of the shape vertices. We therefore generally start
with multiple instances for each tiling type. As with any simulating
annealing algorithm, the choice of cooling schedule can also make
a difference. We use a very simple approach where the temperature T is multiplied by a factor of φ after every N iterations, with
T = 0.1, N = 250, and φ = 0.9 to start. When the temperature
reaches 5% of its initial value (Tmin = 0.05T ), the optimization
resets, lowering the starting and minimum temperatures by a factor
of 0.6, increasing the number of iterations N by a factor of 1.2, and
reducing the temperature multiplier φ by a factor of 0.1. We did
not spend a lot of time “optimizing” this cooling schedule, so other
reasonable choices would probably work equally well or better.

6

Representation of isohedral tilings

We have developed a computer representation of isohedral tilings
that allows us to express our Escherization algorithm efficiently and
naturally. The key is to factor out the constraints on the tile imposed
by adjacencies and internal symmetries, and to store only the minimal set of free parameters that encode the tile shape.
We break down the information associated with a tile into two components: the tiling template and the tile instance. The tiling template
contains information about a tiling type in general. The tile instance
refers to a template and contains a set of parameters for the tiling
vertex parameterization, along with the minimal set of information
required to reproduce the edge shapes. We first describe each of

template IH16 {
topology 3ˆ6
symbol [a+b+c+c-b-a-;a-c+b+]
colouring 3 (1 2 3) (1 2 3) (1 2 3)
aspects 3
rules
aspect 2 1
aspect 3 6
translate T1 1,4
translate T2 1,2
}

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

Figure 11 The tiling type information stored for IH16

these components in detail, and then show how they can be used to
support efficient editing and viewing in an interactive system.
6.1 Tiling templates
Tiling templates are computed once ahead of time, and stored in a
master file that is read in when the tile library is initialized. Figure 11 shows a sample entry from the template file. The complete
set of templates is available on the proceedings CD-ROM.
Along with the topological type and incidence symbol (lines 1 and
2), we store additional static information that increases the efficiency and functionality of our system.
First, we add a colouring field (line 3) that provides a default
rule for filling the interiors of tiles with colours. An n-colouring of
a tiling is a set of symbols {c1 , . . . , cn }, together with a function
f that assigns a colour ci to each tile in the tiling. A perfect colouring is a colouring that respects the tiling’s symmetry in the sense
that symmetries act as permutations of the colours. Every perfect
colouring of an isohedral tiling can be conveniently encoded as an
assignment of different colours to the different aspects in a single
translational unit, along with an assignment of different colour permutations to each of the two translation vectors. The colouring field
in the template gives, in order, the number of colours, the assignment of colours to aspects, and the permutations of the assignment
associated with the two translation vectors. This encoding can express a superset of the perfect colourings. In the case shown here,
the permutations are both the identity. (In all of his drawings, Escher was careful to ensure that no two adjacent tiles ever shared the
same colour. He also used the minimum number of colours necessary to satisfy this condition. The default colourings we provide in
our tiling templates have both of these properties.)

Another line of the template (line 4) specifies the number of aspects
in the tiling, in this case, 3.
The rules section (lines 5 through 9) gives a collection of rules
that, when applied to a tiling polygon, yield transform matrices for
all the aspects of a translational unit, as well as the two translation vectors. These transforms cannot be computed ahead of time,
as they depend on the tiling polygon. Each rule is expressed as a
sequence of hops across edges, starting from the first aspect in the
translational unit at the origin.
Aspect 1 is always given the identity matrix as its transform, and the
other aspect transforms are computed from it. In this example, the
first rule (line 6) says that the transform for creating aspect 2 from
the first aspect is just the transform that creates the symmetry across
edge 1 of the first aspect in the tiling—that is, a reflection about the
first edge, labelled a+, in the incidence symbol. Similarly, the second rule (line 7) says that the transform for creating aspect 3 from
the first aspect is the transform that creates the symmetry across
edge 6 of the first aspect in the tiling—here, a reflection about the
edge labelled a-. Sometimes, more than a single hop is required.
For instance, the rule “aspect 2 1,2,3” would specify a sequence of hops: first, across edge 1 of the first aspect in the tiling,
then across edge 2 of the first aspect’s neighboring tile, then across
edge 3 of that neighbor’s neighbor.
The two translation vectors are specified in the same way. Thus,
following across edge 1 of the first aspect in the tiling, then across
edge 4 of the first aspect’s neighboring tile, gives the translation
vector T1 .
One piece of per-tiling-type information missing from the template
file is the set of tiling vertex parameterizations. The parameterizations are more easily described in code than in a table-driven format, and are embedded in the source code, each as a C++ class. A
Python file that implements the parameterizations is available on
the CD-ROM.
6.2 Tile instances
The tile is stored as a set of parameters for the tiling vertex parameterization, along with a hierarchical model whose leaves are fundamental edge shapes—the portions of the tiling edges that cannot be
further decomposed by symmetries.
The fundamental edge shapes are simply stored as arrays of points.
Each fundamental edge shape implicitly begins at (0, 0) and ends
at (1, 0). By default, the points are interpreted as a sequence of
line segments, but to increase the aesthetic appeal of our tilings we
have implemented the ability to treat them as control points for a
subdivision curve. As a further enhancement, each control point has
an associated weight. The higher the weight, the more subdivision
steps will go by before that point is averaged with its neighbours.
In effect, the weight controls the sharpness of the curve near the
control point, with maximum weight yielding a sharp corner that
interpolates the control point.
To rebuild the tile shape, we apply the parameterization to obtain
the positions of the tiling vertices, and transform the edge shapes
into place between them.
There are at most three levels of transformation between a fundamental edge shape and a point on the outline of the tile. The first
level takes into account the symmetries of U and S edges. Half of
the U or S edge comes directly from the fundamental edge. The
other half is derived from the first half as needed through rotation
or reflection. J edges are passed unmodified through this level, and
since I edges are immutable, all tiles share a single system-wide
copy of an I edge.
At the next level up, we recognize that edges with different names
in the incidence symbol may still have related shapes. In IH16, for

example, the edge named b+ is adjacent to c+, forcing the two edge
shapes to be congruent. In this case, the two edges share the same
shape passed up from the level below.
Finally, the topmost level maps the unit interval to an edge of the
tiling polygon; this mapping will move an edge shape from its normalized coordinate system into a portion of the tile’s outline. At this
level, all edges with the same name in the incidence symbol share
a lower-level shape object.
Specific tiles are stored in tile files, which are simply XML documents.
6.3 Interactive tools
To provide a convenient interface to the Escherization algorithm,
and to explore the mathematical and aesthetic properties of isohedral tilings in general, we have constructed several graphical
tools on top of the tile library and optimizer, using the free toolkits
GTK+ [19] and GTK-- [12].
The simplest of these tools is a utility for tracing goal shapes from
images. An image can be loaded into a viewer where the user can
trace an outline of an image by hand. The outline can then be saved
and passed to the optimizer.
The more sophisticated tool is a rich viewer and editor for tile
files. The editor is highly responsive, running at interactive rates
on an off-the-shelf Linux system with no graphics acceleration. Because of the deep sharing of information in the tile representation,
when a part of the tile is edited, the system
provides immediate feedback by showing all
parts of the tile (and tiling) that are affected
by the change.
When subdivision-based edges are enabled,
we provide a novel gauge-based interface for
editing weights on control points. The gauge
pops up at the vertex location and is set with
a radial motion. Setting weights integrates very comfortably with
the general process of editing the vertices.
6.4 Filling a region with tiles
The most basic drawing operation for a tiling is to fill a region of
the plane with copies of the tile. Beginning with a tile in its local
coordinate system and a viewing region, we need to find the rigid
motions to apply to the tile that replicate it across the region.
To find these motions, we project the viewing region’s corners into
the coordinate system formed by the tiling’s translation vectors, derived from the template’s rules. In that coordinate system, the translational units become lattice squares; the lattice squares that intersect the projection of the viewing region are the ones that need to
be drawn. For each needed translation, we place a tile relative to the
rigid motion formed by composing the translation with each of the
aspect transforms in turn.

7 Decorations and rendering
The output of the core Escherization algorithm is a geometric description of a tile, not a finished ornamental design. To complete the
Escherization process, we need to surround the core algorithm with
tools to add decorations to tiles and create high-quality renderings
of the results. We have explored the use of both vector-based and
image-based decorations and rendering styles.
A tile maintains a set of markings, sequences of weighted subdivision control points with various drawing attributes. Markings can
be open, closed or filled, polygonal or subdivided, and have variable
line thickness, line colour and fill colour. The line and fill colours

goal shape
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Figure 12 Timelines for two sample Escherization runs. Each step shows the current best tile in the system (in red) overlaid on the goal shape. The caption indicates
the elapsed time, the score for that tile, and its isohedral type. The second goal shape is the penguin from Figure 15(c).

can also be mapped according to the tiling’s colouring. The markings can be created and edited from within the interactive tool, and
are stored in the tile file as fragments of XML. The editor can also
render a tiling decorated with markings as PostScript.
It may also be desirable to fill the interior of a tile with image-based
markings. We have implemented an image-based tiling renderer using libart, a freely-available image manipulation library [16]. The
renderer takes a tile file and a set of images to serve as backdrops.
For each tile in a region, it starts with the image backdrop for that
tile’s colour, applies a transparent wash of the tile colour, rasterizes
the markings, draws an outline, and transforms the composited tile
into its position in the final rendering.
The natural choice for an image-based marking is the interior of
the goal shape in the image that was originally traced. Using the
correspondence provided by the polygon comparison metric, we do
a Beier-Neely style image warp [3] to deform the interior of the
goal shape in the source image into the interior of the Escherized
tile shape. When the deformation is not too great, we end up with
an attractive tiling out of motifs that resemble the original image.
When the automatically-determined correspondence produces too
much distortion (which can happen when the goal shape and tile
shape differ in level of detail), it can be edited by hand to create a
better match.
To further increase the appeal of an image-based rendering, we apply various painterly effects to the warped tile image before replication. This post-processing step gives the artist creative control over
the appearance of the final tiling, and can bring the result closer to
the informal hand-drawn style of Escher’s notebook drawings.
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Results

We have used our Escherization implementation and decoration
tools to produce a number of ornamental tilings from various
sources of imagery.
Figure 12 shows snapshots from two sample runs of the Escherizer.
The goal shape in the first run is a simple test polygon, part of a
series used to verify and tune the optimizer. The second goal shape
is a more typical outline traced from an image. The more complicated shape takes longer to run, and the convergence is not quite as
complete (as should be expected from a real-world outline).

Figure 13 A comparison between the tile returned by the optimizer and the
same tile with user modifications. Note also that the second tile has subdivision enabled.

Figure 13 shows the tile result produced by the optimizer for a
teapot image, followed by the tile after a small amount of handtweaking in the interactive editor. Even when manual intervention
improved the overall appeal of a tiling, Escherization did the hard
work of determining how to make the goal shape fit together with
itself in the first place. The edits shown here took a minute or two to
perform and were fairly typical of our experience in creating tilings
in this fashion.
The remaining results can be seen in Figures 14 and 15. Figures 15
(d) is rendered as line art, and the remaining examples use the
image-based renderer. In all cases, the optimizer generated a tile
shape that was then modified slightly in the editor. The source image was warped into the tile shape, and copies of the warped image
were recoloured and edited to make the final rendering. The user
intervention was primarily to exert creative control, and rarely to
guide the optimization process. On some occasions, it was helpful
to watch the optimizer discover a tiling type suitable for a given
goal shape, then stop and restart it with many tilings of that type,
resulting in a narrower and deeper search.

9 Discussion
Most outlines are not tiles. For just about any goal shape, an Escherizer will have to produce an approximation, and a better Escherizer
will produce a closer approximation. A perfect Escherizer would
determine the smallest distance over all possible tile shapes, and
return the tiling that achieves that bound. Our imperfect optimizer,
by contrast, coarsely samples the space of isohedral tilings in a directed fashion and returns the best sample it finds. Consequently,
there are seemingly easy cases, such as the one in Figure 16 that
our algorithm cannot successfully Escherize.

(a) Dogs; Dogs Everywhere (IH4)

(b) Pigs in 2-Space (IH3)

(c) Tea-sselation (IH28)

(d) Twisted Sisters (IH86)

Figure 14 Some examples of Escherized images and the tilings they generate. Hamm the pig appears courtesy of Disney/Pixar.

(a) Sketchy Dogs (IH6)

(b) Happy Birthday, Mr. Warhol (IH2)

(c) Tux-ture mapping (IH6)

(d) Bubbles the Cat (IH1)

Figure 15 More examples of Escherization. Tux the Penguin appears courtesy of Larry Ewing (lewing@isc.tamu.edu). Sketchy Dog appears courtesy of Disney/Pixar.

Figure 16 A tile for which Escherization performs badly, and a tiling that can
be generated from it.

In practice, our Escherization system performs well on convex or
nearly convex shapes. The shapes that tend to fail are the ones with
long, complicated edges between the tiling vertices. It is difficult
for the optimizer to come up with just right the sequence of vertex
adjustments to push a tendril of detail out, especially when constrained by the “no non-uniform noise” condition of the metric.
Furthermore, in our shape comparison metric, the importance of
a section of outline is directly proportional to its fraction of the
perimeter of the goal shape, even if from our own perspective outlines may obey different measures of significance. For example, the
precise profile edge of a face in silhouette, descending along eyes,
nose, and mouth, is much more important to us than the hairline.
But to the current shape metric these might be relatively insignificant details. It would be valuable to investigate an extension to the
polygon comparison metric wherein a section of outline could be
assigned a measure of importance, a weight controlling which parts
of the polygon should match more closely.
Moreover, although Escher’s tiles are almost always immediately
recognizable as particular kinds of animals, they generally bear little actual resemblance to a real image: they are more like conventionalizations, or cartoons. Our optimizer does not “understand” the
shapes it is manipulating, so it has no way to deform them while
preserving their essential recognizability. It must instead rely on a
purely geometric notion of proximity.
All this being said, the Escherizer we have built performs remarkably well on many different shapes for which no tiling is obvious.
Who would have guessed that a teapot could tile the plane? We certainly couldn’t. Even when the optimizer fails to find an ideal tiling,
it often finds a tiling that is close enough that it is easily converted
into an acceptable result. Thus, it allows us to work in much the
same way that Escher did, only with a very close starting point and
more helpful interactive tools.
This research suggests many future directions, including generalizing our algorithms to handle multihedral and aperiodic tilings,
parquet deformations [13, Chap. 10], or tilings over non-Euclidean
domains, such as the hyperbolic plane [7]. Another intriguing idea
is to allow some flexibility in the goal shape as well. For instance,
instead of a 2D shape, we might use a 3D (and potentially parameterized) model and attempt to automatically discover a camera position from which the view of the model is most easily Escherized.
Finally, along the lines of creating Escher tilings automatically is
the problem of “automatic conventionalization”: somehow creating
not just the tile boundaries, but the line-art graphical decorations
that go inside the tilings, more or less automatically from a reference image.
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